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Waves and wave overtopping on reservoir structures
For many inland reservoirs, the extreme meteorological conditions that drive
high fluvial inflows into the reservoir, perhaps threatening the dam by possible
overflow, will often be combined with strong winds, which will in turn generate
wave action on the reservoir. This produces the additional threat to the dam of
wave overtopping.
In engineering or analysing the performance of a reservoir under such extreme
events, the reservoir engineer needs to test whether the dam can withstand the
combined effects of high water levels and large waves, and thus some degree of
wave overtopping.
There has been historical confusion amongst some reservoir engineers between
the terms overflowing and wave overtopping. This set of presentations will
describe the generation and effects of waves on reservoirs, and the processes of
wave overtopping (not overflowing, where water level exceeds the dam crest).
The speakers will describe improvements in analysis methods and tools
developed over the last 10-20 years. This will include recent advances in the
prediction of wave overtopping, drawing particularly on the recently compiled
EurOtop Manual.
As intensive or prolonged wave overtopping and/or overflow may cause erosion
of the dam crest and downstream face, leading to a dam breach, the speakers
will also describe recent work in the Netherlands, Belgium and USA to test the
stability of downstream faces of embankments subject to intermittent
overtopping flows.
Presenters will be HR Wallingford’s William Allsop, Nigel Tozer / Peter
Hawkes, Tracey Williamson, Tim Pullen and Dave Robinson.

